Microsoft Active Directory and Exchange Migration

QFG engineers migrated Active Directory and Exchange resources for the entire Air National Guard (ANG) network, ninety ANG wings and fifty seven Geographically Dispersed Units, resulting in a single consolidation into AFNet—the single, consolidated Air Force network that brings enforceable policies and standards across the entire Air Force community.
Project Highlights

U.S. AIR FORCE

Network Sustainment Support Services

QFG professional technical staff provided support of the engineering, integration, execution and sustainment of core services of AFNet—the Air Force’s consolidated network. These services support domains that include Microsoft (MS) Active Directory, System Center Configuration Manager and Operations Manager, MS Exchange, MS Office Communications Server/Lync and Internet Security, NetIQ Directory and Resource Administrator, and Blackberry Enterprise.
Project Highlights

U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE (USPTO)

Database Support Services

QFG provides 24/7 operations, technical, and architecture/subject matter expert support for the administration, management and evolution of the USPTO 80+ terabytes of databases across several hundred servers. This environment includes Oracle, MySQL, SQL Server, Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, Linux and Windows. Duties include administration and planning, deployment of new installations, upgrades and migrations for development, test and production environments, and evaluation of new technologies and products for deployment.
Project Highlights

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Cybersecurity Support Services

QFG employs a structured approach to computer security monitoring, incident response, and vulnerability management. Services provided include computer security monitoring to detect incidents, conducting vulnerability analysis, identifying weaknesses, analyzing logs, and tracking, correcting, and preventing repeat security incidents.

We provide full lifecycle support of the overall security architecture and the individual components that comprise that architecture. QFG provides and maintains a holistic view to the applications of policies, standards, processes, and metrics to the DOI/BIA security infrastructure.
Project Highlights

WALTER REED NATIONAL MILITARY MEDICAL CENTER

**Administrative Services**

QFG promptly addressed an urgent Walter Reed requirement to provide a variety of administrative services, taking over from an incumbent contractor no longer eligible for contract award.

Under a series of 15 separate contracts awarded over a period of 12 months, QFG was able to promptly identify, recruit and hire 20 incumbent staff to assure that services were maintained without interruption.

These include Management Analysts, Technical Writers, Secretaries, Medical Record Clerks, and Administrative Assistants. Both customer satisfaction and staff morale were significantly improved with QFG as prime contractor.
Project Highlights

U.S. NAVY

Application Support Services

QFG operates and maintains the Navy-Marine Corps Mobilization Processing System (NMC MPS). Our responsibilities include application maintenance and enhancement, database administration, certification and accreditation support for DITSCAP and DIACAP, system training, and help desk support.

Our efforts result in the NMC MPS system providing end-to-end command visibility and control of staff augmentation via web-based multiple role-based processes and workflow, accessible by hundreds of concurrent US Navy users worldwide.